MEETING RISING OFFSHORE WIND DEMAND THROUGH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES

How Early Engagement Can Cut Costs and Enhance Project Outcomes

Acteon, a leading provider of services to the offshore wind industry, is growing, along with the rapidly expanding offshore wind market. The company believes it is important to listen and respond to customers and to get in early on projects to deliver benefits such as new survey methods that increase safety and reduce costs.

According to the International Renewable Energy Agency, an almost tenfold increase in installed offshore wind power capacity is needed by 2030 to meet the Paris Climate Agreement goals. Investment in offshore wind may be accelerated if governments back a green recovery following the global Covid-19 crisis. Furthermore, barely a week goes by without a new wind-powered green hydrogen scheme being announced, such as the Shell-led North Sea NortH2 wind-to-hydrogen project in the North Sea.

The expansion of offshore wind is no longer confined to northern Europe and China, and offshore renewable energy projects are now gathering pace in places such as Taiwan, Japan and off the US East Coast.

The levelized cost of offshore wind energy has halved in just five years and some new developments are competitive without subsidies. This has been achieved by applying lessons learned from one project to the next: cumulative improvements in survey and installation efficiency are delivering significant savings owing to the scale of developments.

Doubling Survey Speeds

TerraSond’s geophysical work on the US East Coast is a good example of early engagement and the Acteon group’s desire to listen to customers and respond to their needs. TerraSond, a geoservices survey company and part of Acteon, has been involved in nearly all of the East Coast offshore wind developments, including the Mayflower, Atlantic Shores, Coastal Virginia and Kitty Hawk projects. Early and continued participation has helped the company to understand the needs of its customers.
and the regulatory environment. The TerraSond teams know how to do the work to meet the technical specifications and regulatory and safety requirements and, ultimately, to help customers to design, build and maintain wind farms safely and effectively.

Renewables development is driven by the climate emergency, so developers need to demonstrate to their stakeholders that they are actively reducing the carbon footprints of offshore operations while improving safety and environmental performance and driving down costs.

In 2018, TerraSond helped to address these needs for Bay State Wind, a joint venture between Ørsted and Eversource offshore Massachusetts, through the deployment of the first unmanned surface vessel (USV) to be equipped with a full range of geophysical sensors. The 40ft (12m) USV was remotely operated from and worked in parallel with a standard, manned, 200ft (60m) survey vessel. This effectively doubled the survey capacity and speed, thereby improving safety by halving the time that the 35-person crew spent offshore. Cutting the survey time also helped to reduce the project costs. In addition, the smaller, lighter vessel burned less fuel and posed less collision risk to marine life, including the remaining 400 North Atlantic right whales – one of the world’s most endangered species.

Turbine construction, East Coast US. TerraSond performed UXO clearance surveys of the area.

Other companies are starting to use smaller USVs but without the full array of sensors necessary for a comprehensive geophysical survey. TerraSond uses these smaller USVs for its charting work for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Acteon is further reducing the number of offshore personnel through the development of innovative, automated, sensor launch-and-recovery systems and data compression methodologies that enable real-time data quality control to be brought onshore.

Site investigation surveys are part of the early-stage development of an offshore wind farm. Get them wrong and the wind turbine foundations could have structural issues and a suboptimal layout that affect the project throughout its life.

Integrating geophysical and geotechnical surveys can help improve project outcomes. TerraSond previously worked alongside Benthic but, now that both are Acteon operating companies, they respond like one company. Collaborative working helps to avoid laborious data reformatting and reduces the risk of data integrity issues. This enhances efficiency and leads to higher-quality data and, ultimately, a more accurate ground model for de-risked, more cost-effective structure designs. Customers get a single point of contact and contract, which makes their lives easier too.

Major contractors may prefer to procure individual services but, if they are willing, Acteon can integrate its services to simplify project interfaces and reduce the back-of-boat footprint. For example, the company offers installation, handling, pile cleaning, grouting and positioning services which, when integrated, can lead to the sharing of people and equipment such as generators.

**Designing Out Marine Noise**

The nature of site investigation means that survey teams are among the first people on-site, but Acteon believes that early engagement of the construction supply chain is beneficial too, as it is easier to challenge specifications and designs early on (on paper) for reduced costs and improved performance over the project’s lifetime.

Customers have valuable experience, but Acteon brings inch-wide, mile-deep domain knowledge and lessons learned from previous projects that can help customers transform their project results. Acteon teams know their equipment intimately. For example, the noise generated by piledriving must be kept within strict limits to protect marine life. Acteon company MENCK works closely with major contractors to optimize monopile design, down to the properties of their hammers, and a site’s geotechnical conditions. This helps to engineer out some of the installation noise, which enables more efficient driving and thus reduces installation time for each monopile. The optimized design also uses less steel. Multiply the time and material savings by the large number of monopiles installed for each wind farm, and the figures become significant.

MENCK has recently completed piledriving for Van Oord on Vattenfall’s Kriegers Flak offshore wind farm, which will be Denmark’s largest.

Survey Sensors installed on the back deck to support Construction Operations Planning surveys.

**New Ventures**

Listening and responding to customers is not only about coming up with technical innovations; it is also about being agile. For example, in Taiwan, Acteon customers need to demonstrate local content development, so, in 2020, the organization established an operational base that it is using to build a local supply chain and develop local talent. Developing local expertise and services enables Acteon to respond more rapidly to customers’ needs and helps to drive down costs by reducing reliance on international support.

Acteon is supporting several offshore wind projects from the new base. For instance, two of its operating companies, Pulse Structural Monitoring and Deepwater, are designing and delivering an integrated structural and corrosion monitoring programme for one of the latest wind farm developments in the region. High-quality corrosion, bending and torsional strain, inclination, displacement and acceleration data from key components of the jacket legs, nodes and wind turbine generator towers are providing information via a web-based system.

In 2020, Acteon also formed a partnership with Siemens Gamesa to provide a fully integrated offshore wind turbine operations
and maintenance package for Dominion Energy's Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind pilot project in the USA. In this instance, Acteon companies TerraSond, Seatronics, Deepwater and Clarus are providing subsea asset integrity equipment and services. Coordinating above- and below-water services aims to reduce turbine downtime for planned maintenance activities and thus lower the cost of energy.

There are early engagement advantages to asset integrity management too. Designing an asset integrity programme during the pre-development phase, when designs may easily be adapted, can yield efficiencies throughout a project’s operational phase.

**A Floating Future**

Floating wind will be a major part of the future energy mix, and an estimated US$33 billion of contracts will be awarded over the next five years\[ii\]. More than 80% of the total offshore wind energy resource is in waters deeper than 60m, where bottom-fixed installations are not feasible. The wind is stronger and more consistent further offshore. For example, the world’s first commercial floating wind farm, Hywind Scotland, set a new capacity record in 2019 with a median output of more than 59% of peak power; the next-best North Sea wind farm achieved just 48.4%\[iii\]. Floating wind also opens regions where the seabed drops away steeply, such as off Japan and the US West Coast.

One of the main advantages of floating wind farms is that the structures can be assembled in port and towed to the site. This reduces the need for expensive installation vessels, cuts the number of offshore personnel and supports local supply chains. The installation of the anchors is also less invasive than driving monopiles or piles for jackets, creates less noise disturbance, and is further from fragile coastal ecosystems and marine users such as fishing and transportation.

Early engagement will be even more critical for floating wind. Acteon company InterMoor has plenty of experience in mooring and anchoring mobile offshore drilling units and other floating oil and gas assets. However, the obvious difference is scale. Whereas a floating production storage and offloading vessel typically has an array of 12 chains and anchors, a large floating wind farm might need such arrays for tens or hundreds of floating structures.

The supply chains will need to be brought in early, as mooring has never been attempted at the scale needed to enable deepwater offshore wind. Acteon knows how to do this well for oil and gas assets. Early engagement will help to drive down costs for larger-scale projects. For example, when Acteon began grouting multiple jackets and monopile wind foundations, it modified its equipment to help reduce cycle times and ensure sufficient capacity and robustness to complete large, continuous installation campaigns. The same process needs to happen for floating wind installations; with its extensive mooring equipment inventory, InterMoor is in a prime position to deliver this at the cost that customers need.

Site investigation in these deeper waters requires geophysical data collection using autonomous underwater vehicles, something TerraSond and others routinely use for oil and gas projects. In addition, Benthic’s Portable Remotely Operated Drill (PROD) seafloor drilling system may be more cost-effective than using drillships in deep water.

**Engage Early to Capture Deep Domain Knowledge**

The rapid growth of the offshore wind industry, including its expansion into new regions such as the Far East and the US East Coast and into deeper water continues to gather pace. To lower the cost of offshore wind energy further and improve project outcomes, suppliers need to engage early in projects to fully harness their deep domain knowledge, something that Acteon is keen to do.
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